
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
 
 
 
23 December 2019 – Mount Joy, PA, USA – Female-owned independent game studio, Astral 
Clocktower Studios, showcases the first cinematic game trailer for its inaugural title, Kristala—a third-
person dark fantasy action RPG currently in development for PC. 
 
View the trailer here: https://youtu.be/IrgKfVb3qPY 
 
Enter the fantasy world of Kristala as a fledgling Anagativan Raksakkar warrior called by the ancient, 
sacred crystal to prove her worth.  
 
Beneath the spectral moonlight of Ailur—across desolate swamplands, crumbling ruins, and abandoned 
villages long forgotten by time—players must discover who’s behind a wicked sickness that’s befallen the 
land. Are these mutated monstrosities all just part of the test...or could it be there’s something much 
more sinister at play? 
 
Kristala seamlessly fuses fast, ferocious, 3D combat with smart storytelling and rich, robust RPG 
mechanics. The game is meant to transport players from the confines of their every-day reality into the 
unbounding, unearthly expanse of the surreal.  
 
“Kristala is completely devoid of any type of humanity, which grants players a unique look into this 
fantasy landscape of highly engaging characters and rich storytelling and lore. At the same time, it 
features strategic, crushing combat and detailed character customization to really immerse players into 
the world of Ailur,” says Game Producer and Studio Founder, Alexis Brutman. 
 
As players journey through the six clans of Ailur, they must uncover and upgrade a multitude of 
weapons, spells, and additional items while exploring a wild, wonder-filled world shrouded in both 
mystery and magic. 
 
The demo for Kristala—developed using Unreal Engine 4 and slotted to release January 2020 on itch.io 
and Steam—will be free to play via PC, followed by a possible Early Access release and full-game 
releases for Nintendo Switch, Xbox, and PlayStation. 
 
 

 
  
About Kristala 
 
Kristala is a 3D action RPG with a fantasy theme, featuring visually stunning graphics, user-friendly 
controls and menu systems, and a variety of playable characters from six different clans that can be 
leveled and customized in multiple ways throughout the game. Players will experience a well-crafted plot 
and engaging, continuous storyline as they begin their journey as a chosen clan warrior selected to join 
the ancient Raksaka warriors—special fighters entrusted with protecting clan secrets and preserving the 
six shards of the ancient, sacred crystal. 
  
  
About Astral Clocktower Studios 
 
Founded in April 2018, Astral Clocktower Studios is a Central PA-based independent game studio 
specializing in development and distribution of original game titles. A female-run studio featuring a team 
of ten additional creatives, Astral Clocktower Studios aims to produce only the most original, unique, and 
engaging audio, visual, and gameplay experiences. 

https://youtu.be/IrgKfVb3qPY

